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in a recent interview sheri dew more importantly this volume serves
gave her overall assessment of gor-
don

as a reassuring guidebook for those
hinckley the bottom line is who wish to speak with the bilin-

gualhe is an exceptional man and then voice of both the intellect and
if you combine that with the fact the spirit 91
that you believe that the lord the conversation opens with
really does direct succession and elder neal A maxwellsmaxwelllMaxwells passionate
hes training and preparing this yet reasoned reaffirmation of our
man you can see the lords finger-
prints

power to attain discipleship he
all over him presents the premise that faith and

robert A hogge learning are mutually facilitating
processes 3 for a disciple of
jesus christ academic scholarship
is a form of worship another

on becoming a disciple scholar dimension of consecration 7
lectures presented at the brig-
ham

disciple scholars understand their
young university honors responsibility to build a commu-

nityprogram discipline and disciple-
ship

of saints and know that there
lecture series edited by is room for the fullfuli intellectual

henry B eyring bookcraft 1995 stretching of any serious disciple
as long as that stretching is done in

spiritual scholars Is this asking meekness 14
too much of our mormon aca-
demics

describing his own rite of pas-
sageelder dallin H oaks ex-

presses
paul cox illustrates the devel-

opmentthe confident expectation of scholarship in young
that BYU students who qualify for student disciples who despite all
academic honors are also specially odds should seek learning 24
interested and qualified in the in order to increase their ability
things of the spirit 91 however to serve the church in many differ-

entit is precisely because academics ways 37 the need to be
do not always school their scholar-
ship

open to truth from multiple sources
with spirituality that paul cox and to evaluate assumptions is ap-

proacheddean of general education and proached by elder cecil 0 sam-
uelsonhonors at brigham young univer-

sity
jr who quotes brigham

initiated a lecture series enti-
tled

young it matters not what the
discipline and discipleship subject be if it tends to improve

which explored the role of reli-
gious

the mind exalt the feelings and
commitment to studies in enlarge the capacity the truth that

various disciplines what emerges is in all the arts and sciences forms
from this lecture series is a multi-
faceted

a part of our religion 47

conversation that shapes a faith in jesus christ including
portrait of a spiritual scholar one what it requires in submission to
who has found ways to consecrate authority held by his mortal ser-

vantsknowledge on the altar of faith 79 is not a burden to you as a

the essence of this book is a scholar but is your strength
timely warning to academics who according to elder henry B eyring
love knowledge only for itself but 61 faith and submission help to
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keep academic learning in balance of a spiritual pin allowing her or
elder eyring learned from his father him to dance with the angels or
henry eyring the noted scientist put another way can anyone thor-

oughlythat the scholars latest finding is acquainted with the learn-
ingstill always an approximation in of the world done by the

the lords eyes 70 natural man remain humble enough
james S jardine uses a powerful to be considered a person of faith

central metaphor of the altar to after reading this volume of es-
saysencourage scholars to mentally visu-

alize
penned by twenty four esteemed

themselves consecrating their latter day saint scholars from di-
versescholarly strengths on the altar to academic interests and insti-
tutionsgod to avoid the lure of unright-

eousness
tutions one comes away judging

in academic life jardine that the answers to both these
gives six ways to consecrate learn-
ing

questions is a resounding yes
as a daily devotion 78 what is more one understands how

elder oaks stresses the balance correct noel reynolds is when he
between knowing and becoming writes in the preface that mor
whereas the world teaches us to mons who are constantly in search

know something the gospel teaches of both intellectual and spiritual
us to become something and it is answers to the great questions of
far more significant to become than life can find strength and common
it is to know 92 ground by sharing testimonies con-

cerningmormon faith is not antithetical the fruits of these searches
to academic learning in fact these testimonies are organized
church leaders past and present into three sections personal od
have encouraged and supported ysseys of faith study and faith
intellectual it is and faith and the book of mor-

mon
pursuit as long as

tempered with meekness and con-
secration

the diverse essays offer dis-
tinct flavors and often personalveryse by consecrating our

then insights gleaned from the writerslearning we invite the spirit
several human pursuits yet theyto expand us and lift us as we
reflect a concerted spiritual goalgain pure knowledge and truth
As readers bring their own experi-
ences

85 A great expectation yes and
their own strengths andaccording to this conversation a

realistic one their own humility to the insights

deirdre paulsen offered by these authors they
should come to understand the kin-
ship between intellect and spirit
and to recognize that the intellec-
tualexpressions of faith testimonies quest rather than diminishing

of latter day saint scholars faith can augment and escalate the
edited by susan easton black spiritual quest
deseret book and FARMS 1996 while the book does not reveal

the answer to the old question
can a true saint balance the quest about angels dancing it brings its

for earthly knowledge on the head readers to the common ground of a


